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McDonald`s launches chicken McNuggets in India
Chicken McNuggets are bite sized piece of boneless chicken formed in
various shapes like Ball, Boot & Bone, fried and served hot with smokeflavored Barbeque Sauce or Mustard Sauce
McDonald’s introduced another mouth
watering
phenomenon
to
the
McDonald’s India family, the Chicken
McNuggets, as part of its on going
menu
innovation
programme.
Television funny man Cyrus Broacha
engaged Amit Jatia, MD McDonald’s
India in an interesting and humorous
chat on the growth of the brand in
India while also tracing the expansion
of the menu. Adding to the excitement at the launch was a parade of humansized floats depicting the hot favorites from the McDonald’s menu including –
McChicken, French Fries and Filet –o Fish. The new entrants to the McDonald’s
India family – the Chicken McNuggets made a grand entrance – jumping out of a
box and creating quite a stir.
Chicken McNuggets are bite sized pieces of breaded boneless chicken formed in
various shapes like Ball, Boot, Bell & Bone, fried and served hot with smokeflavored Barbeque Sauce or Mustard Sauce. McNuggets is a fun two fingered
food coated with a crispy golden tempura that gives it a soft & juicy inner and
crispy outer. McDonald’s Chicken McNuggets will be available in all 160
McDonald’s restaurants across India with price range starting from Rs. 69 for a
six piece box.
Chicken McNuggets have been a global phenomenon ever since their
introduction in 1983. Chicken McNuggets, which features among the Billion
Dollar Brands, has a massive fan following with around 4.8 million McNuggets

currently being sold annually in over 100 countries. McDonald's Chicken
McNuggets are made with quality white meat chicken and contain zero grams of
trans fat per serving.
Speaking on the introduction of this new product to Indian customers, Mr. Amit
Jatia, MD McDonald’s India (West & South) said, “Celebrating 25 successful
years globally, Chicken McNuggets will now be a part of the Indian menu. We are
delighted to introduce a McDonald’s global core product, Chicken McNuggets to
our Indian customers. The introduction is in line with our growth strategy of
constantly adding fresh zing to our product portfolio and giving our customers in
India something new to look
forward to constantly. We are sure the Chicken McNuggets will have a cult
following in India, as it does in markets across the world.”
McDonald's India has witnessed a double-digit growth this year and same-store
sales have increased by 30% over the last year. In 2009 McDonald’s will expand
its presence in India by setting up 40 new restaurants with an addition of 2000
employees.
Commenting on the growth at McDonald’s, Jatia said, “McDonald’s India with its
constant innovation in formats and menu has shown consistent growth in the
country. Our expansion plans focus on the convenience of the customer with the
primary aim of serving them what they want, where they want it. McDonald’s is
constantly investing in strengthening its supply chain, product development
processes and in innovative retail formats to ensure a satisfied customer. The
addition of Chicken McNuggets to the menu is expected to reach out to a larger
customer base and thus ensure growth.”
McDonald's is increasingly reaching out to customers leveraging a range of
innovative formats ranging from kiosks and petrol pumps to home delivery and
introducing formats such as drive thru's to the Indian consumer. With focus on its
product innovations promise, McDonald’s had recently launched the New
Chatpata McAloo Tikki burger and Shake Shake Fries.
Chicken McNuggets will be available across India in options of six pieces and
nine pieces costing Rs 69 & Rs 99 respectively. Chicken McNuggets will also be
available as a part of McDonald’s Value Meals and McDonald’s Happy Meals
options and can also be ordered at home through the McDelivery service in
select markets.
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Go carting
Nugget News
If you are bored of eating chicken the regular way, here’s an option to try.
McDonald’s has introduced its world famous McNuggets. The bite-sized pieces
of breaded boneless chicken made of 100 percent white meat make for juicy
chicken McNuggets which come with two relishing dips - Barbeque and Mustard.
Coated with crispy golden tempura to give a soft and juicy inner and crispy outer
mouth feel, chicken McNuggets are formed in four distinct shapes of ball, boot,
bell and bone. The product is available a-la-carte in two portion sizes - six pieces
for Rs 69 and nine pieces for Rs 99. Moreover, McNuggets are available with
‘Happy Meals’ starting at Rs 99 and also with the ‘Big Saving Meal’ at Rs 119.
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McDonald`s India to spend 30 pc of marketing budget on BTL
By Jagadishnamurthy On May 27, 2009
McDonald’s has introduced Chicken McNuggets, as part of its ongoing menu
innovation programme in India. The new product had a soft launch last week,
and was announced to the media at an event held on May 26 at ITC Grand
Central in Mumbai. The event was handled by G2 Rams, who had brought in
television funny man Cyrus Broacha as host. While he engaged the audience
with his witty talk, the launch also saw a parade of human-sized floats depicting
the menu at McDonald's India.
On marketing plans for the new product, Amit Jatia, MD, McDonald’s India, said,
"We are delighted to introduce a McDonald’s global core product, Chicken
McNuggets, to our Indian customers. The introduction is in line with our growth
strategy of constantly adding fresh zing to our product portfolio and giving our
customers in India something new to look forward to constantly. We will be
aggresive on television over the coming months, and also look at BTL marketing
in a significant manner." He also pointed out that the fast food chain had started
a sampling exercise for the first time during the launch of a new product.
On the on-ground marketing plans for the brand, Arvind Singhal, Head Marketing, McDonald's India, added, "We generally have a 70:30 marketing

budget split favouring the ATL space. Of the 30 per cent spent on BTL, we have
equal spends for in-store promotions and on-ground events."

The launch of McNuggets will be supported by on-ground activation in Mumbai,
Hyderabad, Bangalore and Pune. The brand has appointed 180 Degrees to
execute the activation in malls in and around Mumbai for a month, starting last
week. The activation involves promotion of the new product as well as existing
products using human-sized floats to generate buzz.

An official statement from McDonald's India noted that the company had
witnessed a double-digit growth this year, and that same-store sales had
increased by 30 per cent over the previous year. In 2009, McDonald’s will
expand its presence in India by setting up 40 new restaurants with an addition of
2000 employees.
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McDonald's Chicken Nuggets
McDonald’s introduces another mouth watering dish to the
Indian market. The Chicken McNuggets as part of its
ongoing menu innovation programme. Chicken McNuggets
are bite sized pieces of breaded boneless chicken formed
in various shapes.
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Mcdonalds’ LAUNCHES GLOBAL FAVOURITE 'CHICKEN
McNuggets' IN INDIA
Bangalore, India - McDonald's introduced another mouth watering phenomenon
to the McDonald's India family, the Chicken McNuggets, as part of its on going
menu innovation programme. Chicken McNuggets are bite sized pieces of
breaded boneless chicken formed in various shapes like Ball, Boot, Bell & Bone,
fried and served hot with smoke-flavoured Barbeque Sauce or Mustard Sauce.
McNuggets is a fun two fingered food coated with a crispy golden tempura that
gives it a soft & juicy inner and crispy outer.
Speaking on the introduction of this new product to Indian customers, Mr. Amit
Jatia, MD McDonald's India (West & South) said, "Celebrating 25 successful
years globally, Chicken McNuggets will now be a part of the Indian menu. We are
delighted to introduce a McDonald's global core product, Chicken McNuggets to
our Indian customers. The introduction is in line with our growth strategy of
constantly adding fresh zing to our product portfolio and giving our customers in
India something new to look forward to constantly. We are sure the Chicken
McNuggets will have a cult following in India, as it does in markets across the
world."

McDonald's India has witnessed a double-digit growth this year and same-store
sales have increased by 30% over the last year. In 2009 McDonald's will expand
its presence in India by setting up 40 new restaurants with an addition of 2000
employees.
Commenting on the growth at McDonald's, Mr. Jatia said, "McDonald's India with
its constant innovation in formats and menu has shown consistent growth in the
country. Our expansion plans focus on the convenience of the customer with the
primary aim of serving them what they want, where they want it. McDonald's is
constantly investing in strengthening its supply chain, product development
processes and in innovative retail formats to ensure a satisfied customer. The
addition of Chicken McNuggets to the menu is expected to reach out to a larger
customer base and thus ensure growth."
Chicken McNuggets will be available across India in options of six pieces and
nine pieces costing Rs 69 & Rs 99 respectively. Chicken McNuggets will also be
available as a part of McDonald's Value Meals and McDonald's Happy Meals
options and can also be ordered at home through the McDelivery service in
select markets.
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McDonald's India to open 180-190 more restaurants by 2015
Mumbai: Fast-food chain McDonald's India on Tuesday said it plans to open
180-190 company-owned restaurants by 2015 with an estimated investment of
up to Rs 570 crore.
"We have 157 restaurants now and we plan to open 180- 190 company-owned
restaurants by 2015, including between 30 to 40 this year," McDonald's India
Managing Director Amit Jatia said here.
Jatia said it generally takes around Rs 3-crore investment to open a restaurant.
Existing restaurants are also owned by the US-headquartered company.
McDonald's India has presence in 30 cities, he said, adding all the proposed
restaurants would come up in the cities where the company already has outlets.
The company would fund the proposed investment through a mix of internal
accruals and debts. However, the ratio would be decided later on, he said.
Jatia said the company expects sales to grow by 35 per cent this year. It had
recorded around the same level of growth in 2008, as well.
McDonald's India, he said, employs over 5,000 people now and as the proposed
new restaurants are opened up, the total headcount should go past the 12,000mark.
"We

generally

employ

40

people

in

a

restaurant,"

Jatia

said.

Delhi and Mumbai are the two biggest markets for the company in terms of sales,
while cities like Hyderabad and Bangalore are also fast catching up, he said.
McDonald's India plans to open seven new restaurants in Bangalore this year, he
said.
Declining to disclose the company's total sales, Jatia said McDonald's India
caters to 3-4 lakh customers in a day across the country.
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McDonald’s India to add 150 restaurants
McDonald’s India, a wholly owned subsidiary of McDonald’s International,
has two joint ventures, one with Hardcastle Restaurants Pvt. Ltd and the
other with Vikram Bakshi’s Connaught Plaza Restaurants Pvt. Ltd
Mumbai: McDonald’s India plans to add at least 150 restaurants over the next
five years with an investment of at least Rs500 crore, said Amit Jatia, managing
director McDonald’s India (west and south) at a press conference in Mumbai on
Tuesday.
McDonald’s India, a wholly owned subsidiary of McDonald’s International, has
two joint ventures, one with Hardcastle Restaurants Pvt. Ltd and the other with
Vikram Bakshi’s Connaught Plaza Restaurants Pvt. Ltd for north and east India.
Jatia is also the managing director of Hardcastle Restaurants.
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McDonald's India to launch 170 outlets by 2014
McDonald's India is in the process of analyzing its growth strategy in India in
terms of new outlets in the market. As part of its expansion plans, the company
aims to expand through multiple outlets at locations it is already present in. The
company will introduce 170 new outlets across the country in the next five years,
with 40 new restaurants opening in 2009 alone. It has earmarked about Rs 5-6
billion to fund the expansion process; it has already invested about Rs 1 billion.
While the company is presently not considering any private equity partnerships
for the same, it will fund the development process through debt and equity
funding along with internal accruals.
The company operates about 160 restaurants in India. All McDonald's outlets are
owned by its two joint venture companies in India (Hardcastle Restaurants and
Connaught Plaza Restaurants), with 85 per cent of the outlets owned on a longterm lease basis. The company also invests in outlets on a revenue sharing
model of five to six per cent. There are plans to foray into the new cities by 2010.
It will review its strategic growth plan in the next three months, which will include
identifying new locations for growth.
As part of its strategic plan’s revision, the company will also review its innovation
pipeline in terms of product portfolio. McDonald's India recently introduced the
breakfast menu on a trial basis at select outlets in Mumbai and Delhi. The
breakfast menu contributes to about 20 per cent of McDonald's revenues,
globally. However, how does the company plan to introduce this meal segment in
the Indian market? Amit Jatia, MD, Hardcastle Restaurants, also a JV partner
and MD of McDonald's India (West and South India), states, “The company will
invest in marketing and promotional strategies to introduce the product and
develop the market for breakfast menus. It aims to launch the product across
India in the next four to five months. It has also launched Chicken McNuggets, a
product from its global portfolio, in the Indian market. McDonald's India's average
annual investment on marketing and promotional activities ranges up to Rs 30-35
crore per year and the company has increased its annual budget by 70 per cent
(from 2008 to 2009).

While, most F&B brands have seen a significant drop in average ticket size
(ATS), Jatia informs that the company has seen a growth in the ATS by four to
five per cent in the past. “Although, there is no change in the end product, cost
cutting measures have been taken to streamline the production line on a rational
and economic level,” he adds.
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McDonald's India plans 180-190 more restaurants by '15
Fast-food chain McDonald's India said on Tuesday it plans to open 180-190
company-owned restaurants by 2015 with an estimated investment of up to Rs
570 crore (Rs 5.7 billion).
"We have 157 restaurants now and we plan to open 180-190 company-owned
restaurants by 2015, including between 30 to 40 this year," McDonald's India
managing director Amit Jatia said in Mumbai.
Jatia said it generally takes around Rs 3-crore (Rs 30-million) investment to open
a restaurant. Existing restaurants are also owned by the US-headquartered
company.
McDonald's India has presence in 30 cities, he said, adding all the proposed
restaurants would come up in the cities where the company already has outlets.
The company would fund the proposed investment through a mix of internal
accruals and debts. However, the ratio would be decided later on, he said.
Jatia said the company expects sales to grow by 35 per cent this year. It had
recorded around the same level of growth in 2008, as well.
McDonald's India, he said, employs over 5,000 people now and as the proposed
new restaurants are opened up, the total headcount should go past the 12,000mark.
"We generally employ 40 people in a restaurant," Jatia said.
Delhi and Mumbai are the two biggest markets for the company in terms of sales,
while cities like Hyderabad and Bangalore are also fast catching up, he said.

McDonald's India plans to open seven new restaurants in Bangalore this year, he
said.
Declining to disclose the company's total sales, Jatia said McDonald's India
caters to 300,000-400,000 customers in a day across the country.
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McDonald's India to open 180-190 more restaurants by 2015
Mumbai: Fast-food chain McDonald's India on Tuesday said it plans to open
180-190 company-owned restaurants by 2015 with an estimated investment of
up to Rs 570 crore.
"We have 157 restaurants now and we plan to open 180-190 company-owned
restaurants by 2015, including between 30 to 40 this year," McDonald's India
managing director Amit Jatia said here.
Jatia said it generally takes around Rs 3-crore investment to open a restaurant.
Existing restaurants are also owned by the US-headquartered company.
McDonald's India has presence in 30 cities, he said, adding all the proposed
restaurants would come up in the cities where the company already has outlets.
The company would fund the proposed investment through a mix of internal
accruals and debts. However, the ratio would be decided later on, he said.
Jatia said the company expects sales to grow by 35 per cent this year. It had
recorded around the same level of growth in 2008, as well.
McDonald's India, he said, employs over 5,000 people now and as the proposed
new restaurants are opened up, the total headcount should go past the 12,000mark.
"We generally employ 40 people in a restaurant," Jatia said.
Delhi and Mumbai are the two biggest markets for the company in terms of sales,
while cities like Hyderabad and Bangalore are also fast catching up, he said.
McDonald's India plans to open seven new restaurants in Bangalore this year, he
said.

Declining to disclose the company's total sales, Jatia said McDonald's India
caters to 3-4 lakh customers in a day across the country.
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McDonald's India to open 180-190 restaurants by 2015
Fast-food chain McDonald's India today said it plans to open 180-190 companyowned restaurants by 2015 with an estimated investment of up to Rs 570
crore.
"We have 157 restaurants now and we plan to open 180- 190 company-owned
restaurants by 2015, including between 30 to 40 this year," McDonald's India
Managing Director Amit Jatia said here.
Jatia said it generally takes around Rs 3-crore investment to open a restaurant.
Existing restaurants are also owned by the US-headquartered company.
McDonald's India has presence in 30 cities, he said, adding all the proposed
restaurants would come up in the cities where the company already has
outlets.
The company would fund the proposed investment through a mix of internal
accruals and debts. However, the ratio would be decided later on, he said. Jatia
said the company expects sales to grow by 35 per cent this year. It had recorded
around the same level of growth in 2008, as well.
McDonald's India, he said, employs over 5,000 people now and as the proposed
new restaurants are opened up, the total headcount should go past the 12,000mark.
"We generally employ 40 people in a restaurant," Jatia said. Delhi and Mumbai
are the two biggest markets for the company in terms of sales, while cities like
Hyderabad and Bangalore are also fast catching up, he said.
McDonald's India plans to open seven new restaurants in Bangalore this year, he
said. Declining to disclose the company's total sales, Jatia said McDonald's India
caters to 3-4 lakh customers in a day across the country.

Delhi and Mumbai are the two biggest markets for the company in terms of sales,
while cities like Hyderabad and Bangalore are also fast catching up, he said.
McDonald's India plans to open seven new restaurants in Bangalore this year, he
said. Jatia said McDonald's India caters to 3-4 lakh customers in a day across
the country.
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McDonald's to invest Rs 120 crore for 40 new outlets in FY10
MUMBAI: Global fast food chain McDonald's is planning to open 40 new outlets
across the country in FY10 with an investment of Rs 120 crore, to add to its
existing chain of 160 outlets.
The new centers will be mainly launched in the metros to reinforce the existing
establishments. The company will invest Rs three crore per outlet.
Announcing the company's expansion plans here today, McDonald's (India) JV
Partner and Managing Director Amit Jatia said 150-170 new outlets were also
planned for the next five-seven years with an investment of Rs 500-700 crore,
which will be funded through debt, equity and internal accurals. He ruled out
expansion through franchising.
''We have already invested Rs 1,000 crore since our entry in 1996.
Our expansion plans will be guided by our supply chain logistics whereby we
source our raw materials locally. Other issues that we will keep in mind are
quality, cleanliness and affordability especially for Tier II and Tier III towns,'' he
said.
He said that McDonald's had not been adversely affected by the economic
slowdown with growth rate averaging at 35-40 per cent. '' We are seeing double
digit growth across the board and McDonald's outlets getting three-four lakh
customers everyday. Our prices have increased by only six per cent in the last
six months. We try and maintain our costs and meet challenges by pushing for
efficiency, not by taking shortcuts like reducing the size of our products,'' Mr.
Jatia said.

He also announced the launch of the McDonald's global best selling ''Chicken
McNugget'' across its outlets. The company will promote the launch through
audio/visual advertisements and other promotional events from the company's
marketing budget of Rs 40 crore budget, he said.
The company generates USD 41 billion in annual revenues across more than
30,000 outlets in 118 countries.
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McDonald's India to launch 170 outlets by 2014
Increases marketing spend by 70 per cent in 2009

McDonald's India is in the process of analysing its growth strategy in India in
terms of new outlets in the market. As part of its expansion plans, the company
aims to expand through multiple outlets at locations it is already present in. The
company will introduce 170 new outlets across the country in the next five years,
with 40 new restaurants opening in 2009 alone. It has earmarked about Rs 500600 Crore to fund the expansion process; it has already invested about Rs 100
Crore. While the company is presently not considering any private equity
partnerships for the same, it will fund the development process through debt and
equity funding along with internal accruals
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McDonald's Chicken McNuggets now in India
The globally favored McDonald's Chicken McNuggets has been launched in India
recently. McDonald's introduced McNuggets as a part of its ongoing menu
innovation programme. Television anchor Cyrus Broacha with Amit Jatia, MD
McDonald's
India,
launched
the
product
in
Mumbai.
The launch saw a parade of human-sized floats depicting the hot favourites from
the McDonald's menu including - McChicken, French Fries and Filet -o Fish.
Chicken McNuggets are bite-sized pieces of breaded boneless chicken formed in
various shapes like ball, boot, bell & bone, fried and served hot with smokeflavored barbeque sauce or mustard sauce.
McNuggets is a fun two-fingered food coated with a crispy golden tempura that
gives it a soft & juicy inner and crispy outer. McDonald's Chicken McNuggets will
be available in all 160 McDonald's restaurants across India with price range
starting
from
Rs
69
for
a
six
piece
box.
McDonald's claims that Chicken McNuggets, which features among the Billion
Dollar Brands, has a massive fan following with around 4.8 million McNuggets
currently being sold annually in over 100 countries. McDonald's Chicken
McNuggets are made with quality white meat chicken and contain zero grams of
trans fat per serving.
Speaking on the launch event, Amit Jatia, MD McDonald's India (west & south)
said, "Celebrating 25 successful years globally, Chicken McNuggets will now be
a part of the Indian menu. We are delighted to introduce a McDonald's global
core product, Chicken McNuggets to our Indian customers. The introduction is in
line with our growth strategy of constantly adding fresh zing to our product
portfolio and giving our customers in India something new to look forward to
constantly. We are sure the Chicken McNuggets will have a cult following in
India, as it does in markets across the world.

McDonald's India has witnessed a double-digit growth this year and same-store
sales have increased by 30% over the last year. In 2009 McDonald's will expand
its presence in India by setting up 40 new restaurants with an addition of 2000
employees.
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McDonald’s to Invest Rs 400 Crore Over 5 Years
MUMBAI - More yellow arches across
India. The McDonald’s chain of fastfood restaurants is planning to
penetrate further into the country,
where it already has 160 outlets, with
the business divided zonally between
two units of the burger chain.
“We will invest Rs 400 to Rs 500
crore over the next five years to open
150 to 170 more restaurants in India,”
said Amit Jatia, managing director,
McDonald’s India (West and South). The company spends around Rs. 3 crore
on each outlet.
In 2009, the company will open 40 more restaurants, and add 200 people to its
staff. The company follows the strategy of expanding in cities where it is present
first before moving to new areas.

The company, which became popular in India by coming up with a vegetarian
burger and products suited to local tastes like the McAloo Tikki burger, has
announced the introduction of ‘Chicken McNuggets’ to its menu for the Indian
market.
Despite its popularity, McDonald’s has been hit by the economic slowdown, with
its growth rate slumping to 35- to 40% from 45-50%. “We are still growing in
double digits as far as same store sales growth is concerned”, said Jatia.
McDonald’s, which entered India 13 years ago, is present in 30 cities in India and
serves 3 to 4 lakh people everyday.
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